Let Q be any region in m-dimensional euclidean space which is invariant under a group T of real homogeneous linear transformations of the coordinates. The group T has a fundamental domain F on Q if F is mapped by the different transformations of T into a set of domains which completely fill out Q without overlapping one another. It is obvious that then T is countable. If all the substitutions of the group have the determinant ± 1, the volume v of F is uniquely determined by Q and T. The reciprocal value of v is a certain measure for the order of T ; in fact, if Ti is a subgroup of T with the index g, the volume of the fundamental domain of Ti is exactly gv.
It is known from the analytic theory of quadratic forms how to find v if T is the group of automorphisms of a quadratic form with integer coefficients. Minkowski, in his last investigations on the theory of numbers, determined the value of v in another case, which also has interesting applications to the problem of the closest packing of «-dimensional spheres. Let 2^1 i-i5*'***' ^e any positive definite quadratic form of n variables and Q that part of the space of the n(n+l)/2 coefficients skt (1 ^k^l^n) where the determinant | skt | is not greater than a fixed positive number q. By applying any substitution xk ='%2"_lckiyi with integer coefficients whose determinant is ±1, a linear transformation of the ski is induced which leaves Q invariant. The group T of these transformations of the quadratic form is obviously isomorphic to the factor-group of the group of all unimodular substitutions of n variables with respect to the subgroup of order 2 generated by xk= -yk ik = i, • • • , n). A fundamental domain of T on Q is the region F of the reduced positive definite quadratic forms of n variables whose determinant is not greater than q. Minkowski proved that F is bounded by a finite number of planes and the surface | sk,\ =q. Moreover, he calculated explicitly the volume of F as a function of n and q, namely,
where f is) denotes the zeta function of Riemann. The purpose of the present paper is to prove Minkowski's formula (1) by a simple analytic method and to generalize it to the case of any algebraic number field. A special application gives the non-euclidean volume of the fundamental domain for the modular group in every totally real algebraic field. Blumenthal and Hecke have shown the importance of the corresponding modular functions for algebraic and arithmetic investigations.
Since the knowledge of a set of generators of the modular group is necessary for the construction of any example in the theory of modular functions, the determination of the volume of the fundamental domain can be useful for further researches.
1. Let Qo he the space of all positive definite symmetric matrices 3E of n rows, and F0 its fundamental domain for the group of all transformations S'ïfë where 6 is any unimodular matrix of n rows and S' its transposed. The trace of ï is denoted by cr(ï), the determinant of % by | H\, and ¿3E is the §w(w + l)-dimensional volume element in Qo. The formula (2) ÏÎ 7r-<»+*"2r (-)= f \$\,it-1(r"Wd3L
holds for every 5 with positive real part and can be proved by complete induction, starting with Euler's definition of the gamma function. Let 21 be any real matrix of n rows and columns, whose determinant is not zero. Then 2l'3E2l can be substituted for ï in (2). Hence
where <p(s) is an abbreviation for the left side of (2). If ï runs over the fundamental domain F0 and S over all unimodular matrices of n rows, the matrices S'Ï6 = ( -E)'ï( -S) completely fill out twice the space Q0. Therefore (3) can be transformed into the equation (4) 2ç6(s)|2t'2l|-('+n-1)/2 = f |ï|''1-1£oei-"<a'OE'ÏOEa)<EE.
Jf0
A matrix S3 is called associated to 21, if 33 = S2l with unimodular 6. In (4), the matrix S2Í runs over all associates to 21. It is clear that the determinants of all associates have the same absolute value. There exist only a finite number of non-associate integer matrices 21 whose determinants have a fixed absolute value a¿¿0. In fact, Eisenstein has proved that their number is The left side of (6) is a meromorphic function of 5 which has a pole of first order at s = 1. The residue at this pole is
To study the behavior of the right side of (6) near 5 = 1, the well known method from the theory of the zeta functions can be used. Divide 7"0 into two parts 7\ and F2, corresponding to | Ï | ^ 1 and 1361 > 1. The integral in (6) then splits up into the sum of the two integrals over Fi and F2. The second integral is an integral function of 5. Furthermore the function
where 21 runs over all integer matrices with |2i| =0, is regular near 5 = 1. Hence p is also the residue of f III"72-1 2D e-"<a'*a>dï,
where 21 runs over all integer matrices, at the point 5 = 1. Now, from the theory of theta functions, the formula
a a is known. Hence p is the residue of
where 2Í runs over all integer matrices except the zero matrix. The second integral in (8) is again regular at s = 1, and p is the residue of the first integral in (8).
If Vx is the volume of Fi, the fundamental domain F, which is the part 136 J i=<7 of Fo, has the volume vxq(n+1)l2. Hence J' , , n+ l rl «+ 1
and (1) follows from (7) and (9).
2. The group of the matrices S with integer rational elements and the determinant +1 has a generalization in any algebraic number field. It consists of all matrices S of n rows, for which the elements of E and 6_1 are integers of the field K. These matrices will be called unimodular in K. Their determinants are units of the field K. The definition of the associates of a matrix can be at once extended to the case of any K: the matrix S3 is associated to 21, if SB = E2Í with a unimodular (5 in K. Since the determinant of an associate of 21 can only differ from the determinant | 211 =a by a factor which is a unit of K, the determinants of all associates to an integer matrix of K define the same principal ideal (a). Eisenstein's result (5) has been generalized by Hurwitz. He proved that the number of non-associate integer matrices 21 of K with n rows, whose determinants a^0 define the same principal ideal (a), is The calculation of the residue of the right side of (12) is quite analogous to the rational case. The domain F0 is divided into the two parts iV(ï) ^ 1 and N(£) > 1 and for the first part of F0 the theta formula £ e-rsiä'ia) = D-n,'2N(£)-nl2 X) e_,rS"ö'*""1*' a irlisB [March is used; here b denotes the fundamental ideal of K, the matrix 21 runs over all integer matrices of K and 33 over all matrices whose elements belong to the ideal b_1. In this manner it can be seen that
where vxq(n+l)l2 is the volume of F. Hence, by (14) and (15), the volume of the fundamental domain F is
and this is the generalization of Minkowski's formula (1) The existence of a fundamental domain F on Q for the group of these transformations, which is bounded by a finite number of analytic surfaces, is known for the case of an imaginary quadratic field K by the investigations of Picard and Bianchi. The proof can be extended to the case of any K. For the calculation of the volume v of F, an analogue of (2) for the space 77 of the positive definite Hermitian matrices H must be considered. If y«x and zKx denote real and imaginary parts of the element xt\ of H, the volume element dH of 77 will be defined by dx = n dxA = 2"<«-1"2 n ¿y* n <&*.
Then the analogue of (2) is the formula 5 (2x)-*r(j + *) = f I ï |-v-*"tt>dï. (12) and (13) Wízlí /s + k\ )
-H\ 2-"<s+*V-!<s+*"2r'-'i-)T"(s + *) j.
• E Us)Us + 1) • • • Us + n -1) of G, and hence also the corresponding volume m~lV of Go, can be found in the following manner.
Formula (16) Since it can be shown that 7r_2'7?1/2f«(2) is rational for totally real K, the number ir~'V is rational also, corresponding to a theorem of Dehn and Poincaré on the volume of a non-euclidean polyhedron in an even number of dimensions. 5. The very simple result (19) can also be proved by another method, which does not use the properties of the units and of the zeta functions of K. where p., v run over all pairs with the greatest common divisor a. If a, ß, y, S run over all integers with a5-ßy = l, then ua+vy, uß+vb run over all pairs which have the same greatest common divisor as the fixed numbers u, v. Moreover, if in particular ua+vy = u, uß+vb=v, then the integrand in (20) is invariant under the modular substitution (ar+fi)/(yr+S). Hence 7(a) is exactly twice the value of the integral with the same integrand and fixed u, v extended over a fundamental region for the subgroup T of the modular substitutions with ua+vy =u, uß+v5 = v. Choose now two numbers k, X of the ideal a-1, such that kp-\u = 1, and make the substitution 
